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Abstract. Small distributed energy sources could be aggregated to form a virtual power plant
(VPP) in order to overall improve technical and market issues. VPPs should be composed of
several distributed batteries (DB) to solve the problem of intermittency due to wind and solar.
This paper presents an approach to balance state of charge batteries. It is therefore to improve
the lifetime of batteries in VPPs. According to the proposed method, the real-time SOC of DB
will be tracking on the balancing SOC determined in VPP. During operation, the difference of
SOC among DBs will be shrunk and finally the share of exchange power among DB is equal.
Moreover, the duration time to achieve the balancing SOC can be determined by adjusting the
exponent parameter of SOC in the presented function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the strong growth of distributed renewable energy sources (DRES), virtual power
plants have been considered an efficient solution to integrate such DRES. VPPs can facilitate
integration of a large number of small-scale DRES [1-3]. Several VPPs have been deployed in
The Netherlands, Belgium, the UK and Germany [4-6]. In such VPPs, it could be included
different distributed energy storage systems (DESS).
DRES are usually combined with DESS in order to solve intermittent issues caused by
weather change. The advantages of the coordination between DESSs with RES are shown in [79]. Authors in [10] introduce the operational method in the isolated wind-solar-battery system.
This strategy is to minimize changes of operation modes of battery, thus enhance the life time of
battery. While paper [11] proposes a scheduling strategy for battery in order to obtain both
optimal harvest of RES and longer life time of battery.
One of the most interests in VPPs is that to ensure the equal power sharing among DESSs.
The control system of a DESS is normally a three-level control scheme which is the
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management system of battery (BMS); the power control system of converter (PCCS) and the
distribution management system (DMS). The function of DMS is to optimally operate VPP. The
objective of the BMS is to ensure the balance of output voltage and SOC of each cell in the
battery string [12-14]. It is notice that BMS is to balance SOC of each cell but not for different
DESSs. Therefore, the function of PCCS is to balance SOC among different DESSs. Authors in
[15] introduce cascade H-bridges between converters to balance SOCs. While [16] proposes
using a low-pass filter to improve load distribution among DESS. However, all presented above
methods are centralized control systems, thus it does not match with the decentralized and
distributed characteristic of VPPs.
In this paper, an approach is proposed in order to deal with this challenge. In accordance
with this proposed control, the balancing SOC among BESSs can be achieved, thus life time of
BESSs could be improved. Meanwhile, this presented control is based on decentralized concept
without communication requirement between different DBSSs. Following the introduction
section, the general configuration of VPP and its control will be shown in section 3. Modeling of
DBSS and the voltage droop method is briefly revised. Section 4 presents the proposed control
method to balance BESSs and its analysis. Numerical simulation is performed to realize the
proposed method in section 5. Section 6 provides conclusions.
2. NOMENCLATURE
AVRcharge,i:
AVRdischarge,i:

Adaptive virtual resistance in charge process for BESS i,
Adaptive virtual resistance in discharge process for BESS i,

CBESS,i:
C1:

Capacity of BESS i,

Prate,i:

The power rate of each converter connected to BESS i,

RVR:

Virtual resistance,

R2:
R1:

Internal resistance,
Overvoltage resistance,

SOCi(t):

Real-time SOC of BESS i,

SOCmin,i:

The minimum SOC of BESS i,

SOCmax,i:

The maximum SOC of BESS i,

SOChigh,i:

The high level SOC of BESS i,

SOClow,i:

The lower level SOC of BESS i,

IBESS,i(t):
Iext:

Output current of BESS i,
Total exchange current of all BESS with the dc grid,

Vdcdroop,i:

The dc voltage reference from the dc droop control loop,

Vdcref,i:

The dc voltage reference for the BESS i,

Vdc0:

The dc voltage at PCC,

ηi:

Charge or discharge efficient of BESS,

∆SOCoper,i:

Operation range of SOCi for BESS i,

∆SOCopt,i:

Difference between real-time SOC and optimal SOCopt for BESS i,
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Overvoltage capacitance,
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∆SOCmin,i:

Difference between real-time SOC and minimal SOCmin for BESS i,

∆Vdcmin,i:

Difference between the dc voltage reference Vdcref and the minimum dc voltage,

∆Vdcmax,i:

Difference between the maximal dc voltage and dc voltage reference Vdcref,

∆Vdc,margin:

The design margin which is the acceptable deviation of the dc voltage that
BESS could not response.
3. ARCHITECTURE OF A VIRTUAL POWER PLANT

3.1. Virtual Power Plant Concept
There are numerous publications on operation strategies and control system of VPP. Fig. 1
shows a configuration of a VPP that will be studied in this paper. This VPP includes a wind
power source (WECS), a PV source, and two DESSs, loads and converters connecting to
distributed units. It is proposed that VPP uses a dc links to connect distributed units. The WECS
is integrated to dc links through a buck converter. The PV system is composed of a PV array and
a buck converter. DESSs are connected to dc links through bi-directional buck converters. These
distributed generations are attached to the telecommunication network that is responsible for
collecting data and sending control signals.

Figure 1. Configuration of a VPP

The control system of VPP is hierarchical and included three levels. The first is the local
controllers; the second level is micro-grid central controllers (MGCC); and the highest level is
the decentralized energy management system (DESM). In the scope of this paper, the first
control level is studied. Basically, the common dc voltage will be kept at the desired value by
regulating output powers of DESSs in the VPP according to the adaptive dc droop control
approach which will be presented in section IV.
3.2. Model of the battery energy storage system (BESS)
As aforementioned in previous section, the purpose of the research is to propose an
adaptive coordinated droop control for BESSs in VPP applications. Hence, Fig. 2 briefly shows
modeling of BESS. Because the model of BESS in [17] can represent essential characteristics,
thus it will be used in this research. The battery parameters are modelling as functions of the
open-circuit voltage that relating to SOC. The list of the parameters is provided in section II.
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Figure 2. Simplified model of battery.

The SOC of battery can be determined as:
t

SOCi (t ) = SOC i (0) − ∫η
0

i Bat ,i (τ )
C Bat ,i

dτ

(1)

where iBat,i is the battery current, SOCi(0) is the initial value SOC of BESSi, CBat,i is the capacity
of battery, η is the charging or discharging efficiency.
4. A PROPOSED DROOP CONTROL CONCEPT BASED ON SOC
4.1. The SOC-Balancing based Adaptive Virtual Resistance
In such architecture of the proposed VPP, dc voltage signals are used to control distributed
batteries. The control scheme applied for distributed batteries is the dc droop control, so their
output power will depend on their virtual resistances. It is not proper to use the same virtual
resistance for two batteries with different capacities or initial SOCs. Because good life-cycle for
batteries is expected as small depth of discharge (DOD) as possible [18], therefore, the best
solution is to try and equalize the SOCs of all batteries in the VPP applications. In order to do
that, a battery with the higher SOC should be commonly discharged at the faster rate. For
charging process, the contrary consideration should be taken into account. The reference values
of dc voltage can be calculated by adjusting the adaptive virtual resistance as follows.

Vdcdroop = Vdcref − AVR × I BESS

(2)

To achieve this objective, an SOC-based adaptive virtual resistance (AVR) is proposed.
The value of AVRi should correspond to the real-time SOC and capacity of the battery i. Higher
AVRi will force higher discharge rate and vice versa, and the similar way with capacity.
Therefore, in the discharging process, a higher AVRi should be given to a battery with lower
SOC. On the other hand, during charging process, higher AVRi should be given to a battery with
higher SOC. Furthermore, capacity of battery should also be taken into AVRi. As a result, a
symmetric function determining AVRi for charge and discharge process respectively can be
expressed as follows.

AVRch arg e ,i = m0
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C Bat ,i
C max

q
∆SOC min,
i

(3)
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q
AVRch arg e,i = K 0 ∆SOC min,
i

AVRdisch arg e ,i = m0

C Bat ,i
C max

−q
∆SOC min,
i

−q
AVRdisch arg e ,i = K o ∆SOC min,
i

(4)
(5)
(6)

where:

K 0 = m0

C Bat ,i

(7)

C max

∆SOC min, i (t ) = SOC i (t ) − SOC min, i

(8)

According to this control strategy, BESS with higher real-time SOC will have higher
AVRi,charge and smaller AVRi,discharge. Therefore, the BESS with higher SOC will discharge faster
charge slower. As a result, BESSs will have the same SOC.
4.2. SOC Balancing Speed
As aforementioned, with the AVRi concept, the energy stored in DESSs with higher
reduces faster than that in DESSs with lower SOC. The SOC balancing speed can be determined
by selected the suitable exponent coefficient q in (3) & (5). At the point of common coupling
(PCC), the output currents of the DESSs follow the relationship:

∑i

DESS ,i

(t ) = iexc (t )

(9)

where iext(t) is the aggregated exchange current of the all DESSs at the PCC. It can be assumed
that the voltage drop caused by dc transmission lines can be neglected. Hence, the output voltage
of DESSs can be approximated: Vdci ≈ Vdc 0 where Vdc0 is the common voltage at the PCC. By
combining (2) and (3), and assuming that there are two distributed energy storage systems in the
VPP, we have:

AVR1iDESS ,1 = AVR2iDESS , 2

i DESS ,1
i DESS , 2
i DESS ,1 =

∆SOC1q,min

=

2

∑ ∆SOC
i =1

i DESS , 2 =

(11)

∆SOC 2q, min
∆SOC1q,min

× iexc

(12)

× iexc

(13)

q
i , min

∆SOC 2q,min
2

∑ ∆SOC
i =1

(10)

q
i , min

Therefore, the aggregated exchange current can be dynamically shared according to SOCi
of the DESSs. Considering (12), (13), (1) can be rewritten as:
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∆SOC iq, min

t

SOC i (t ) = SOC i (0) − ∫ η
0

C Bat ,i ∑ ∆SOC iq, min

iext dτ

(14)

4.3. Effect of the Exponent Coefficient of SOC
As discussed in section B, the SOC-balancing speed can be determined by selecting a
suitable exponent coefficient q. In order to determine the accepted range of the exponent
coefficient, the following constraints must be satisfied.
The initial output currents of DESSs can be written as:

i DESS ,i (t ) ≤ I max,i

(15)

Due to the limitation of the maximum permitted output current of each DESS, it is
obtained as

∆SOC1q,min
2

∑ ∆SOC
i =1

≤

q
i , min

I max, i
iexc

(16)

Inequality (16) will determine the first limitation of the exponent coefficient. If q is larger
than its upper limit, the output current of the DESS will exceed its maximum permitted current
of the converter.
The second constraint that determines the exponent coefficient is the maximum permitted
dc voltage deviation due to the droop control. Considering the DESS,1 for instance, the dc
voltage deviation can be acquired from (2) as.

∆Vdc min,1 = AVRdisch arg e,1i DESS ,1

∆Vdc min,1 = K 0

1
iexc
q
∑ ∆SOCmin,
i

(17)
(18)

∆Vdc max,1 = AVRch arg e ,1i DESS ,1

(19)

q
∆Vdc max,1 = K 0 ∑ ∆SOC min,
i i exc

(20)

∆Vdc min, i ≤ ∆Vdclower ,i

(21)

∆Vdc max, i ≤ ∆Vdcupper ,i

(22)

where ∆Vdclower,i , ∆Vdcupper,i are the maximum deviation of the dc voltage in discharge and charge
process respectively, and can be calculated as:

∆Vdclower ,i = Vdcref − Vdc min, i

(23)

∆Vdcupper ,i = Vmax, i − Vdcref ,i

(24)

From (18), (19), (21) and (22), it yields:

iexc
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K0
∆Vdclower ,i

q
≤ ∑ ∆SOC min,
i ≤

∆Vdcupper ,i
K 0 iext

(25)
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It can be assumed that the exchange current is caused by the increase load with the
resistance RL, (23) can be rewritten as:

iexc =

Vdcref − ∆Vdc min, i

(26)

RL

Hence, (18) can be rewritten as:

∆Vdc min,1 = K 0

Vdcref − ∆Vdc min, i
1
×
q
RL
∑ ∆SOCmin,i

(27)

Solving (27), it yields

∆Vdc min,1 =

K 0Vdcref
q
R L ∑ ∆SOC min,
i + K0

(28)

It is obviously seen that (28) is an increasing function of q, when other parameters are
assumed as constant. Thus, to achieve inequality (21), the exponent coefficient should be less
than its upper limit.
On other hand, the lower limit of the exponent coefficient is determined by minimizing the
difference of SOCs within the acceptable time duration. From (14), taking the derivative of
SOC1 and SOC2, it can be derived as.

dSOC1
dSOC 2
=K
q
∆SOC1
∆SOC 2q

(29)

where K is expressed as:

K=

η1C Bat , 2
η 2 C Bat ,1

(30)

It is noted that q is chosen larger than 1 because of improving the SOC-balancing speed.
Hence, by solving the differential equation (29), it yields

1
1
(∆SOC11− q − K∆SOC 21− q ) =
(∆SOC11−q − K∆SOC 21−q ) t =0
1− q
1− q

(31)

Then, it can be arranged as

 ∆SOC1 


 ∆SOC 2 

1− q

=K+

(∆SOC11− q − ∆SOC 21− q ) t =0
∆SOC 21− q

(32)

It is assumed that SOC1(0) is larger than SOC2(0). It is desired that after the scheduled time
duration T, the difference between SOC1 and SOC2 is smaller than ε. In other word, ε is the
variable representing the SOC-balancing accuracy. The acceptable SOC-balancing accuracy ε
should be obtained within the time duration T. Then, it yields:

( SOC1 − SOC 2 ) t =T ≤ ε

(33)

From (33) it can be rewritten as

(( SOC1 − SOC min ) − ( SOC 2 − SOC min )) t =T ≤ ε

(34)
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∆SOC min,1
∆SOC min, 2

≤ 1+ ε

t =T

(35)

It is also noted that:

SOC1
SOC 2

t =T

≥ 1 and 1 − q < 0

(36)

Therefore, from (35) and (36), it can be drawn that:

(1 + ε )

1− q

≤K+

(∆SOC11−q − ∆SOC 21−q ) t =0
∆SOC 21−q

t +T

(37)
Consequently, the lower limitation of the q can be achieved by solving the inequality (37).

AVR: Charge (p.u)

It should be noted that the SOCs of DESSs cannot be smaller than their minimum values.
The DESSs should operate with SOC in the proper range from SOClow to SOChigh. Fig. 3 shows
the AVR and SOC waveforms for the proposed control method with different q in charge and
discharge process.
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Figure 3. Dependence of AVR in charge (a) and discharge (b) process on SOC of
battery and coefficient q.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
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Several scenarios will be simulated in MATLAB to verify the proposed control method.
The parameters of the system as in Figure 1 are provided in Appendix.
Case 1: Performance of the proposed control method with different exponent coefficient q
It is assumed that VPP has two BESSs and discharge the load of 400kW. The initial values
of SOC1 and SOC2 are 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. As a result, Figure 4 shows waveforms of the
SOCs and output powers of BESSs during discharge process. It is seen that larger q leads to
shorter time for achieving the balancing SOC, thus faster equalization of the output powers of
BESSs.
Case 2: Performance of the proposed control method with different initial SOCs
In the first case-study, the difference between SOC1 and SOC2 is 0.1. In order to realize the
proposed method with range of difference SOCs, the initial SOC1 is fixed at 0.9 and the initial
SOC2 is changed from 0.8 to 0.4. It is seen that equalization of SOCs can be achieved within
this method as shown in Figure 5.
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(b)
Figure 4. Curves of SOC and power sharing waveforms for two BESS under the proposed control
method with different q. (a) Curves of SOCs; (b) Curves of output powers of BESSs.

Case 3: Validation of the proposed control method consideration the estimated errors
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It is reported that there is error in estimation of SOC [20]. Therefore, the method should be
tested with consideration estimated error of SOC. In Figure 6, the waveforms of SOCs and
output powers of BESSs are depicted. It is seen that the proposed method is valid for different
errors.
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Figure 5. Waveforms of the SOC difference and output power difference with various initial SOCs.
(a) Waveforms of the SOC difference; (b) Output power difference.
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Figure 6. SOC and power sharing waveforms with consideration estimated errors: (a) Waveforms of
SOC estimated and with errors; (b) Waveforms of SOCs with errors; (c) Waveforms of output powers
with estimated errors.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, the proposed control method based on SOC is presented in order to
improve the lifetime of DBESs in VPP applications. The speed of SOC balancing can be
determined according to the exponent function and automatically changed based on the real-time
SOC. Within this method, the BESS with lower SOC will discharge less power and charge more
power, while the ones with higher SOC will charge less power and discharge more power. This
proposed control method is a decentralized control solution for long-term management of multibatteries in VPP applications.
APPENDIX
Table A. Parameters of the case-study system.
Item
Initial value of SOC1
Initial value of SOC2
DC voltage of BESS1
DC voltage of BESS2
Load Resistance
Load Power
Power Rating of the BESS

Symbol
SOC1(0)
SOC2(0)
Vdc,1
Vdc,2
RL
PL
Prate

Value
90
80
480
480
200
1800
2500

Unit
%
%
V
V
Ω
W
W
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